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Insir,ht: Elements.

In the midst of that vast and profound stirring
of human minds, which we name the Renaissance, Descartes was
convinced that too many people felt it beneath them to direct
their efforts to apparently trifling problems. Again and again,
in his Regulae'ad directionem inqenii, he reverts to this theme.
Intellectual mastery of mathematics, of the departments of science,
of philosophy, is the	 fruit of a slow and
steady accumulation of little insights. Great 'problems are
solved by being broken down into little problems. The strokes
of genius are but the outcome of a continuous habit of inquiry
that grasps clearly and distinctly all that is involved in ExcEp
the simple things that anyone can understand.

I thought it well to begin by recalling this
conviction of a famous mathematician and philosopher for our
first task will be to attain familiarity with Ì what is meant
by insight and the only way to achieve this end is, it seems,
to attend very closely to a series of instances all of which
are rather remarkable for their banality.
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1.N	 Our first illustrative iistence of insight will
be the story of Archimedes rushing naked from the baths of
Syracuse with the cryptic cry, Eureka! King Hiero, it seems,
had had a votive crown fashioned by a smith of rare skill and
doubtful honesty. He wished to know whether or not baser metals
had been added to the gold. Archimedes was set the problem
and in the bath had hit upon the solution. Weigh the crown in
water! Implicit in this directive were the principles of
displacement and of specific gravity.

With those principles of hydrostatics we are not
directly concerned. For our objective is an insight into insight.
Archimedes had his insight by thinking about the crown; we shall
have ours by thinking about Archimedes. What we h-ve to grasp
Is that insight 1) comes as a release to the tension of inquiry,
2) comes suddenly and unexpectedly, 3) is a function not of outer
circumstance but inner conditions, 4) pivots between the concrete
and the abstract, and 5) passes into the habitual texture of
one's mind.

First, then, insight comes as a release to the
tension of ineuiry. This feature is dramatized in the stody
by Archimedes' peculiarly uninhibited e-Illtation.

But the point I would make does not lie in this outburst of
delight but in the antecedent desire and effort that it betrays..
For if the typical scientist's satisfaction in success is more
sedate, his earnestness in in-uiry can still exceed that of
Archimedes. Deep within us all, emergent when thex noise of
other appetites is stilled, there is a drive to know, to under-
stand, to see why, to discover the reason, to find the cause,
to explain. Just what is wanted, has many names. In what
precisely it consists, is a matter of dispute. But the fact
of inquiry is beyond all doubt. It cpn absorb a man. It can
keep him for hours, day after day, year after year, in the
narrow prison of his study or his laboratory. It csn send him
on dangerous voyages of exploration. It can withdraw him
from oth r interests, other pursuits, other pleasures, other
achievements. It can fill his raking thoughts, hide from him
the world of vary ordinary affairs, invade the very fabric of
his dreams. It can demand endless sacrifices that are made without
regret though there is only the hope, never a certain promise,
of success. What better symbol could one find for this obscure,
exigent, Imperious drive than a man, naked running, excitedly
crying "I've got it."

Secondly, insight comes safdenly and unexpectedly.
It did not occur when Archimedes was in the mood and postu:e
that a sculptor would select to portray "The Thinker." It came
in a flash, on a trivial occasion, in a moment of relaxation.
Once more there is dramatized a universal as-ect of insight.
For it is reached, in the last analysis, not by learning rules,
not by following precepts, not by studying any methodology.
Discovery is a new beginning. It is the origin of new rules
that supplement or even supplant the old. Genius is creative,
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It is genius precisely because it disregards established routines,
because it originates the novelties that will be the routines of
the future. Were there rules for discovery, then discoveries
would be mere conclusions. Were there precepts for genius,
then men of genius would be hacks. Indeed, whet is true of
discovery, also holds for the transmission of discoveries by
teaching. For a teacher cannot undertake to make a pupil under-
stand. All he can do is eresent the s,neible elements in the
issue in a suggestive order and with a proper distribution of
emphasis. It is up to the pupils themselves to reach understanding,
and they do so with varying measures of ease and rapidity. Some
get the point before the teacher can finish his exposition.
Others just manage to keep pace with him. Others see the light
only when they go over the matter by themselves. Some finally
never catch on at all; for It a while they follow the classes but,
sooner or later, they drop by the way.

Thirdly, insirtt is a function not of outer
circumstances but of inner conditions. Many frequented the
baths of Syracuse without coming to grasp the principles of
hydrostatics.	 But who bathed there without feeling the water
or with,ut finding it hot or cold or tepid? There is, then,
a strange difference between insight and sensation. Unless one
is deaf, (Yee cannot avoid hearing. Unless one is blind, one
has only co open ones eyes to see. The occurrence and the
content of sensation stand in some Immediate correlation with
outer circumstance. But with insight internal conditions are
paramount. Thus, insight depends upon native endownent&sopthst;
with fair accuracy, one can say that insight is the act that
occurs frequently in the intelligent and rarely In the stupid.
Again, insight depends upon a habitual orientae,ion, upon a perpetua:
alertness ever asking the little question, 'idly? Finally, insight
depends on the accurate presentation of definite problems. Had
hero not put his problem to Archimedes, had Archimedes not
thought earnestly, perhaps desperately,x upon it, the baths of
Syracuse might would have been no more famous than any others.

Fourthly, insight pivots between the concrete and
the abstract. Archimedes! problem was concrete. He had to settle
whether a particular crown was made of pure gold. Archimedes
solution was concrete. It was to weigh the crown in water.
Yet if we ask what Ix was the point to that procedure, we have
to have recourse to the abstract formulations of the principles
of displacement and of specific gravity. 'Zithout that point,
weighing the crown in 'eater wo)ld be mere am eccentricity.
Once the point is grasped, King Hiero and his golden crown become
minor historical details of no scientific importance. Once more
the story dramatizes a universal aspect of insight. For if
insights arise from concrete problems, if they reveal their value
in concrete applications, none the less they possess a signi-
ficance greater than their origins and a relevance ,eider than
their original apnlications. BecauseA4h47 arise ith reference
to the concrete, geometers use diagrams, mathematicians invent

isa.#8,a4t.10
symbols, .teachers need black-boards, pupils have to perform
experiments for themselves, doctors have to see their patients,
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It is genius precisely because it disregards ovary established
routine, because it originates the routines Of the fut
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tro:ble-shooters have to travel to the spot, people with a
mechanical bent take things apart to see how they work.
But because the significance and relevance of insight goes
beyond any concrete problem or application, men formulate
abstract sciences with their numbers and symbols, their technical
terms and formulae, their definitions, postulates, and deductions.
Thus, by its vary nature, insight is the mediator, the hinge, the
pivot. It is insight into the concrete world of sense and
imagination. Yet what is known by insight, what insight adds
to sensible and imagined presentations, finds its adequate
expression only in the abstract and recon-ite formulations of
the sciences.

Fifthly, insight passes into the habitual texture
of ()nets mind. Before Archimedes hxd could solve his problem,
he needed an instant of inspiration. But he needed no further
inspiration when he went to offer the king his solution. Once
one has understood, one has crossed a divide. What a moment
ago was an insoluble problem, now becomes incredibly simple and
obvious. Moreover, it tends to remain simple and obvious.
However laborious the first occirrence of •an insight may be,
subsequent repetitions occur almost at will. This, too, is
a universal characteristic of insight and, indeed it constitutes

_	 •	 -
the possibility of learning. For we can learn inasmuch as we
can add insight to insight, inrsmuch as the new does not extrude
the old but complements and combines with it. Inversely, inasmuah
as the subject atASMOt to be learnt involves the acquiBition of
a whole series of insirrhts, the process of learning is marked
by an initial period	 darkness in which one gropes about
insecurely, in which one cannot see where one is going, in which
one cannot grasp what all the fuss is about; and only gradually,
as one begins to catch on, does the initial darkness yield to a'
subsequent period ix of increasing light, confidence, interest,
absorption. Then, the infinitesimal calculus or theor,Jtical
physics or the issues of philosophy cease to be the mysterious
. 	 ; 	 aa:	 a Z	 -
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and foggy reialme they had seemed. Imperceptibly we shift from
the helpless infancy of the beginner to the modest self-confidence
of the advanced student. Eventually we become capable of taking
over the teacherls role and complaining of the remarkable obtusenes
of pupils that fail to see what, of course, is perfectly simple
and obvious& to those that understand.
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2.'-' 	 every school-boy ]mows, a circle is a locus
of coplanar points equidistant from a center. What every school-
boy does not know is the difference between repeating that
definition, as a parrot might, and uttering it intelligently.
So, with a sidelong bow to Descartes' insistence on the importance
of understanc3ing very simple things, let us inquire into the
genesis of the definition of the circle.

aabine	 a
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But our purpose is to attain insight, not into the circle, but
into the act illustrated by insight into the circle.

e wheelv,right's f(751s or

2.1 -74.-eLe.	 Imagine a cart-wheel with its bulky hub, its
stout spokes, its solid rim.

Ask a question. Why is it round2
Limit the question. What is wanted is the immanent

ground of the roundness of the wheel. Hence a correct answer
will not introduce new data such as carts, carting, transportation,
or wheelwrights, or their tools. It will ap,-)eal simply to the
wheel.

Consider a suggestion. The wheel is rougd because
its spokes are equal. Clearly, that will not do. The spokes
could be equal yet sink unequally into the hub and rim. Again,
the rim could be flat between successive spokes.

Still, we have a clue. Let the hub decrease to
a point; let the rim and spokes thin out into lines; then, if
there were an infinity of spokes an(9 all were exactly equal,
the rim would have to be perfectly round; inversely, were any of
the spokes unequal, the rim could not avoid bumps or dents.
Hence, can say that the wheel necessarily is round, inasmuch
as the distance from the center of the hub to the outside of
the rim is always the same.

The first observation, then, is that points 1±u
and lines cannot be imagined. One can imP-rine an extremely small
dot. But no matter hon small a dot may be, still it has magnitude.
To reach a point, all magnitude must vanish, and with all magnitude
there vanishes the dot as well. One can imagine an extremely
fine thread. But no matter how fine a thread may be, still it
has breadth and depth as well as length. Remove from the image
all breadth and depth, and there vanishes all length as yell.

A number of obsel-vations are now in order. The
foregoing brings us close enough to the definition of the circle.
B'e6t'et-rr-es-N-j- - •
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7.7 711, esPt u 116 ' The second observation is that points and linos
are concepts.

Just as imagination is the playground of our
desires and our fears, so i14,141,ewite conception is the playground
of our intelligence. Just as imagination cer create objects
never seen nor heard nor felt, so too conception can create
ob;iects that cannot even be imagined. How? By supposing.
The ima-ined dot has magnitude as yell as position, but the
geometer says, Let us suppose it has only position. The Imagined
line has breadth as well as length, but the geometer says, Let us
suppose it has only length.

Still, there is method in this madness. Our
images and especially our dreams seem very random affairs, yet
psychologists offer to explain them. Similarly, the suppositions
underlying concepts mey appear very fanciful, yet they too can
be explained. Why did we require the hub to decrease to a point
and the spokes and rim to mere lines? Because we had a clue --

,11) the equality of the spokes -- and we were pushing it for"it was
worth. As long as the hub had any magnitude, the spokes could
sink into it unequally. As long as the spokes had any thiakness,
the wheel could be flat at their ends. So we supposed a point
without magnitude and lines without thickness to obtain a curve
that would be perfectly, necessarily round.

Note, then, two properties of concepts. In the
first place they are constituted by the mere activity of supposing,
thinking, considering, formulpting, defining. They may or may
not be more than that. But if they are more, then they are not
merely concepts. And if they are no more than supposed or
considered or thought about, still that is enough to constitute
them as concepts. In the second place, concepts do not occur
at random; they emerge in thinking, supposing, considering,
defining,formulating; and that many-named activity occurs, not
at random, but in conjunction with an act of insight.

1.44 	hi•AtL
• The third observation is that the image is

necessary for the insight.
Points and lines cannot he imagined. But neither

can necessity or impossibility be imagined. /et in approaching
the definition of the circle there occurred some apprehension
of necessity and of impossibility. As we remarked, if all the
radii are e-ual, the curve must be perfectly round; and if any
radii are une,:ual, the curve cannot avoid bumps or dents.

Further, the necessity in question was not
necessity in rieneral but a necessity of roundness resulting from
these equal radii. Similarly, the impossibility in euestion was
not impossibility in the abstract but an impossibility of Duxulaza
roundness resulting from these unequal radii. Eliminate the
image of the center, the radii, th, curve, and by the same stroke
there vanishes all grasp of necessary or of impossible roundness.

But it is that grasp that constitutes the insight.
It is the occurrence of that grasp that makes the difference
between repeating the definition of a circle, as a parrot might,
and uttering it intelligently, uttering it with the ability to
make up a new definition for oneself.

It follows that the image is necessary for the
insight. Inversely, it follows that the insight is the act of
catching, on to a connection between ima,eined equal radii and,
on the oth,r hand, a curve that is bound to look •nerfectly round.
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24114.0katim. The fourth observation adverts to the question.
There is the question as expressed in words.

Why is the wheel round?
Behind the words thre may be conceptual acts

of meaning, such as "wheel", "round," etc.
Behind these concepts there msy be insights

in which one grasps how to use such words as "wheel," "round," etc.
But whet e are trying to get at, is something

different. Where does the "Why?" come from? What does it
reveal or represent? Already we had occasion to speak of the
psychological tension that had its release in the joy of discovery.
It is that tension, that drive, that desire to understand, that
constitutes the primordial "Why?" Name it what you please,
alertness of mind, intellectual cu r iosity, the spirit of inquiry,
active intelligence, the drive to know. Under any name it
remains the same and is, I trust, very familiar to you. 	 Bat

This primordial drive, then, is the pure question.
It is prior to any insights, any concepts, any woids, for
insights, concepts, words have to do with answers; and before we
look for answers, we want them; such wanting is the pare question.

On the other hand, though the pure r,uestion is
Prior to insightsri concepts, and words, it presupposes experiences
and images. Just as insight is into the concretely given or
Imagined, so the pure question is about the concretely given
or imagined. It is the wonder, which Aristotle claimed to be
the beginning of all science and philosophy. But no one just
wonders. We wonder about something.

7„,,r 644Q.4.4.4'	 A fifth observation distinguishes moments in the
genesis of a definition.

When an animal has nothing to do, it gaes to sleep.
When a man has nothing to do, he may ask questions. The first

004 moment is *RmAawakening to one's intelligence. It is release
A from the dominance of biological drive and from the routines of

everyday living. It is the effective emergence of wonder, of
the desire to understand.

The second moment is the hint, the suggestion,
the clue. Insight has begun. We have Rot hold of something.
There is a change that we are on the right track. Let's see.

The third moment is the process. Imagination
has been released from other cares. It is free to cooperate
with intellectual effort, and its cooperation xdatTpaxallal
consists in endeavoring to run Parallel to intelli-ent suppositions
while, at the same time, restraining supposition within some
limits of approximation to the imaginable field.

The fourth moment is achievement. By their
cooperation, by successive adjustments, question and insight,
image and concepts, present a solid front. The answer is
a patterned set of concepts. The image strains to approximate
to the concepts. The concepts, by added conceptual determinations,
can express their difference from the merely approximqte image.
The pivot between images and concepts is the insight. And setting
the standard which insight, images, and canoe 'ts must meet is the
question, the desire to know, that could have kept the process
in motion by further queries, had its requirements not been satisfie
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A	 A sixth observation distinguishes different
kinds of definition. As Euclid defined a straight line as a
line lying evenly between its extremes, so he might have defined
a circle as a perfectly round plane curve. As the former definitior
so also the latter would serve to determine unequivocally the
proper use of the names, straight line, circle. But, in fact,
Euclid's definition of the circle is does more than reveal the
proper use of the name, circle. It includes	 _

f; '-t-40—`49.-2,--Pe,e41,-2.134t11 the affirmation that
in any circle all radii are exactly equal; and were that affirmatior
not included in the definition, then it would have had to be
hdded as a postulate.

To view the same matter from another angle, Euclid
did postulate that all right angles be equal. Let us name the
sum of two adjactsint right angles a strair-ht angle. Then, if
all right angles are equali, necessarily all straight angles will
be equal. Inversely, if all straight angles are equal, all
right angles must be equal. No if straight lines are really
straight, if they never bend in any direction, must not all
might straight angles be equal? Could not the postulate of the
equality of straight angles be included in the definition of
the straight line, as the postulate of the equality of radii
is included in the definition of the circle?

At any rate, there is a difference between nominal
and explanatory definitions. Nominal definitions merely tell us
about the correct usage of names. Explanatory definitions also
include something further that, were it not included in the
definition, would have to be added as a postulate.

What constitutes the difference? It is not that
explanatory definitions suppose an insight while nominal definition:
do not. For a language is an enormously complicated tool with
an/endless variety of parts that admit a far greater number of
significant combinations. If insight is needed to see how other
tools are to be used properly and effectively, insight is similarly
needed to use a language properly and effectively.

Still, this yields, I think, the answer to our
question. Both nominal and explanatory definitions sualoose
insights. But a nominal definition supposes no more than an
insight into the roper .use of language. An explanatory definition.
on the other hand, supposes a further insightinto the objects
to which language refers. The name, circle, is defined as
a Perfectly round plane curve, as the name, straight line, is
defined as a line lying evenly between its extremes. But amm
when one goes on to affirm that all radii in a circle are equal
or that all right angles are e-ual, one no longer is talking
merely of names. One is making assertions about the objects
which names denote.

Vira*"11-tr4 114/'A seventh observation adds a note on the old
puzzle of primitive terms.

Every definition presu-poses other terms. If
these can be defined, their definitions will presuppose still
other terms. But one cannot regress to infinity. Hence, either
definition is based on undefined terms or else terms are defined
in a circle so thE.ab each virtially defines itself.
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Fortunately, we are under no necessity of accepting
the argument's supposition. Definitions do not occur in a Private
vacuum of their own. They emerge in solidarity with ex-eriences,
images, questions, and insights. It is true enough that every
definition involves several terms, but it is also true that no
inz,ight can be expressed by a single term, and it is not true
that every insight presupposes previous insihts.

Let us say, then, that for every basic insight
there is a circle of terms and relations, such that the terms
fix the relations, the relations fix the terms, and the insight
fixes both. If one grasps the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the p_rfect roundness of this imagined plane curve, then
one grasps not only the circle but also the po_nt, the lines

the plane,/ the circumference, the radii,/and e uality. All the concepts
tumble out together, because all are needed to exnress adequately
a single insight. All are coherent, for coherence hoax basically
means that all hang together from a single insight:.

Again, there can be a set of basic insights.
Such is the set underlying Euclidean geometry. Theyxgemerete
Because the set of insights is coherent, they generate a set
of coherent definitions. Because different obects of definition
are composed of similar elements, such terms as point, line,
surface, angle keep recurring In distinct definitions. Thus,
Euclid begins his exposition from a set of images, a set of
insights, and a set of definitions; some of his definitions are
merely nominal; some are explanatory; some are derived, partly
from nominally and partly from explantorily defined terms.

-	 .°1AN4444474 C4444	 final observation introduces the notion of
implicit definition.

D. Hilbert has worked out Foundations of Geometry 
that satisfy contemporary logicians. One of his important
devices is known as implicit definition. Thus, the meaning
of both point and straight line is fixed by the rel-tion that

W'41
two Apoints determine a straight line.

In terms of the foregoing analysis, one may say
that implicit definition consists in explanatory definition without
nominal definition. It consists in explanatory definition, for
the relation that two points determine a straight line is a
postulational element such as the equality of all radii in a
circle. It omits nominal definition, for one cannot restrict
the meaning of point to the Euclidean meaning of position without
magnitude. An ordered pair of numbers satisfies Hilbert's implicit
definition of a point, for two such pairs determine a straight line,
Similarly, a first degree equation satisfies filbert's implicit
definition of a straif7ht line, for such an equation is determined
by two ordGred pairs of numbers.

The significance of implicit definition is its
complete generality. The omission of nominal definitions is
the omission of a restriction to the ob:ects which, in the first
instance, one he-Dpens to be thinking about. The exclusive use
of explanatory elements or postulatio-al elements concentrates
attention upon the 4 set of relationships in which the whole of
scientific significance is contained.
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3.1644 Vuw1"0"- The next significant step to be taken in working
out the nature of insight is to analyze development. Single
insights occur either in isolation or in related fields. In
the latter case they combine, 06.4adtele cluster, coalesce, into
the masteryof a subject; they ground sets of definitions, postulates
deductions; they admit applications to enormous ranges of instances.
But the matter does not end there. Still further insights arise.
The short-comings of the previous position becomex recognised.
New definitions and postulates are devised. A new and larger
field of deductions is set up. Broader and more accurate
applications become possible. Such a complex shift in the whole
structure of insights, definitions, postulates, mid deductions,
and applications may be referred to very briefly as the emergence
of a higher viewpoint. Our question is, Just what happens?

Taking our clue from Descartes' insistence on
understanding simple things, we select as our pilot instance the
transition from arithmetic to elementary algebra. Moreover,
ikest---soarie-als-taa.erwtt.o.iume•-abi",r5trst-b.at).
to guard against possible misinterpretations, let us say that
by arithmetic is meant a subject studied in grade school and
that by elementary algebra is meant a subject- studied in high
school.

1)(ruk"	 i'"'"A first step is to offer some definition of
the positive integers, 1, 2, 3, 4,

Let us suppose an indefinite multitude of
instances of "one." They may be anything anyone pleases from
sheep to instances of the apt of counting or ordering.

Further, let us suppose as too familiar to be
defined the notions of "one," "plus," and "equals."

--rrt pos
is_o_wa--n16-re t i typal- i'cverCis

Then, there is an infinite series of definitions
for the infinite series of positive inters, and it may be
indicated symbolically by the following.

1 +	 1 = 2
2 +	 1 = 3
3 41 4

This symbolic indication may be interpreted in any of a variety
of manners. It means one plus one equals two, or two is one MCI°
than one, or the second is the next after the first, or even
the relations between classes of groups each with one, or two,
or three, &c., membcrs.	 As the acute reader will see, the4

9.441A1	 one important element in the above"definitionsis the &c., &c.,&c. Without it, the positive integers cannot be defined; for
they are an indefinitely great multitude; and it is only in so
far as some such gesture as &c., &c., &c., is really significant,
that an infinite series of definitions can occur. What, then,
does the &c., &c., mean? It means that an insight should have
occurred. If one has had the relevant insight, if one has caught
on, if one sees how the defining can go on indefinitely, no more
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need be said. If one has not caught on, then the poor teacher
has to labor in his apostolate of the obvious. For in defining
the positive Integers there is no alternative to insight.

Incidentally, it may not be amiss to recall what
already has been remarked, namely, that a single insight is
expressed in many concepts. In the present instance, a single
insight grounds an infinity of concepts.

3.2/14.4411-017-4,24• A second step will consist in making somewhat more
precise the familiar notion of equality. Let us say that when
equals are added to equals, the results are equal; that one is
equal to one; and that therefore an mdditimx infinite series of
addition tables can be constructed.

The table for adding 2 is constructed by adding
one to each side of the equations that define the positive
integers.	 Thus,

From the table 2 4 1 3
Adding I 2	 4. 1 4. 1 = 3 41 
Hence, from the table 2 4 2 = 4

In like manner the whole table for adding 2 can be constructed.
From this table, once it is constructed, there can be constructed
a table for adding 3. From that table it will be possible to
construct a table for adding 4. &c., &c., &c., which again means
that an insight should have occurred.

Thus, from the definitions of the r9Qativo ,pe_sitive
integers and the postulate about adding equals to equals, there
follows an indefinitely great deductive expansion.
11414---I'Ulm. 0	 OW Jtvv% •

3.3	 A	 A third step will be to venture into a homogeneous
expansion. The familiar notion of addition is to he complemented
by such further notions as multiplication, powers, subtraction,
division, and roots. This development, however, is to be homogeneou
and by that is meant that no change is to be involved in the
notions already employed.

Thus, multiplication is to M9R11 adding a number
to itself so many times, so that five by three will mean the additio:
of three five's. Similarly, powers are to mean that a number is
multiplied by itself so many times, so that five to the third
will mean five multiplied by five with the result multiplied again
by five. On the other hand, subtraction, division, and roots will
mean the inverse operations that bring one back to the starting
point.

By a few insights, that need not be inc;icated,
it will be seen that tables ±or multiplication and for powers
can be constructed from the addition tables. Similarly, tables
for subtraction, division, and roots can be constructed from the
tables for addition, multiplication, and powers.

The homogeneous expansion constiutes a vast
extension of the initial deductive expansion. It consists in
introducing new operations. Its characteristic is that the new
operations involve no modification of the old.
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3 •4	 A	 A fourth step will be the discovery of the need
of a higher viewpoint. This arises when the inverse oparations
are allowed full generality, when they are not restricted to
bringing one back to one's starting point. Then, subtraction
reveals the possibility of negative numbers, division reveals
the possibility of fractions, roots reveal the possibility of
surds. Further, there arise questions about the meaning of
operations. What is multiplication when one multiplies negative
numbers or fractions or surds? What is subtraction when one
subtracts a negative number? &c., &c., &c. Indeed, even the
meaning of "one" and of "equals" becomes confused, for there
are recurring decimals and it can be shown that point nine recurrinE
is equal to one.

•nn•••n.1

Let	 X =

	then	 10X =

	hence	 9X = 9

	and so	 X	 1

F Jfrðj Ikt HtL Vizi4 Æ .

3.5	 A fifth step will be to formulate a higher  viewpo nt.
Distinguish 1) rules, 2) operations, and 3) numbers.
Let numbers be defined implicitly by operations,

so that the result of any operation will be a number and any
number can be the result of an op ration.

Let operations be defined implicitly by rules,
so that what is done in accord with rules is an operation.

The trick will be to obtain the rules that fix
the operations which fix the numbers.

The emergence of the higher viewpoint is the
performance of this trick. It consists in an insight that 1)
arises upon the operations performed according to the old
rules and 2) is expressed in the formulation of the new rules.

Let me explain. From the image of . a cart-wheel
we proceeded by insight to the dm2intimx definition of the circle.
But, while the cart-wheel was imagined, the circle consists of
points and lines neither of which can be imagined. Between the
cart-wheal and the circle there is-an approximation but only an
approximation. Now, the transition from arithmetic to elementary
algebra is the same sort of thing. For an image of the cart-wheel
one substitutes the image of what may be nailed "doing arithmetic";
it is a large, dynamic, virtual image that includes writing down,
adding, multiplting, subtracting, dividing numbers in accord
with the precepts of the homogeneous expansion. Not all of this
image will be present at once, but any part of it can be present
and, when one is on the alert, any part that happens to be
relevant will pop into view. 	 In this large anft virtual image,
then, there is to be grasped a new set of rules governing one ation„
The new rules will not be exactly the sane as the old rules.
They will be more symmetrical. They will be more exact. They
will be more general. In brief, they will differ from the old
much as the sands highly exact and symmetrical circle differs
from the cart-wheel.

--a-Eatirr-T-hTe-we-re-T,Iles of cilie-.---21Le_re were
11€424-41e.re _ 	 mr.r e offt-fdl'A.--These
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What are the new rules? In high school the rules
for fractions were generalized; rules for si-ns were introduced;
rules for equations and for indices were worked out. Their
effect was to redefine the notions of addition, multiplication,
powers, subtraction, division, and roots; and the effect of the
redefinitions of the operations was that numbers were generated,
not merely by addition, but by any of the operations.

tCur•A••.•,••	 Aii,mvu.,43 	•
3.6	 The reader familiar with group theory will be aware
that the definition of operations by rules and of numbers or, more
generally, symbols by operations is a procedure that penetrates
deeply into the nature of mathematics. But there is a further
aspect to the matter, and it has to do with the c.46.ello,priwilrf--
tivtoldw4 gradual development by which one advances through
intermediate stages from elementary to higher mathematics.
The logical analyst can lean from the positive integers to group
theory, but one cannot learn mathematics in that simple fashion.
On the contrary, one has to nerform, over and over, the same type
of transition as occurs in advancing from arithmetic to elementary
algebra.

At each stage of the process there exists a set
of rules that govern operations which result in numbers. To
each stage there corresponds a symbolic im970 of doing arithmetic,
doing algebra, doing calculus. In each successive image there
is the potentiality of grasping by insirht a hie'-er set of rules
that will eovern the operations and by them elicit the numbers or
symbols of the next stage. Only in so far as a man makes his
slow progress up that escalator does he become a technically com-
petent mathematician. Without it, he nay acuire a rough idea
of what mathematics is about; but he will never be a master,
perfectly aware of the precise meaning and the exact implications
of every symbol and operation.

T14,. .71 kitc4 h4 .

3.7	 k	 The analysis also reveals the importance of an
apt symbolism.

There is no doubt that, though symbols are signs
chosen by convention, still some E7mbois choices are highly fruitful
while others are not. It is easy enough to take the square root
of 1764. It is another matter to take the square root of TOCCLXIV.
The development of the calculus is easily designated in using
Leibniz1 symbol, dy/dx, for the differential coefficient; Newton's
symbol, on the other hand, can be used only in a few cases and,
what is worse, it does not sug-est the theorems that can be
es t ablished.

,:hy is this so? It is because mathematical operation
are not merely the logical expansion of conceptual premises.
Image and cuestion, insight and concepts, ell combine. The function
of the symbolism is to supply the relevant inane, and the symbolism

t *$	 tc,	 • - •• 4	 •
is apt inasmuch as its immnn nt nntte:-ns as well as the dynamic

patterns of its mani ulttion run pr=rallel to the rules and operatior
that have been grasped by insight and formulated in concepts.

The benefits of this parallelism are manifold.
In the first place, the symbolism itself takes over a notable
nart of the solution of nroblems, for the symbols, complemented
by habits that have become automatic, dictate what has to be done.
Thus, a mathematician will work at a pl'oblem up to a point and
then announce that the rest is mere routine. In the second place,
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the symbolism constitutes a heuristic technique; the mathematician
is not content to seek his unknowns; he names them; he assigns
them symbols; he wri,es down in equations 911 their properties;
he knows how many equations he will need; and when he has reached
that number, he cnn say that the rest 	 of the
problem is just routine. In the third 'place, the symbolism
offers clues, hints, suggestions. Just as the definition of
the circle was approached from the clue of the equality of the
spokes, so generally insicrhts do not come to us in their full
stature; we begin from little hints, from suspicions, from
possibilities; we try them out; if they lead no-here, 7e droPt
them; if they promise success, we Push them for all they are
worth. Mt= But this can be clone only if we chance upon the
hints, the clues, the possibilities; and the effect of the apt
symbolism is to reduce, if not entirely eliminate, this element

*q	 •

of chance. Here, of course, the classical example is anal#tic
gcometry. To solve a problem by Euclidean methods, one has
to stumble upon the correct construction. To solve a problem
analytically, one has only to manipulote the symbols.
In the fourth place, there is the hifrhly significant notion
of invariance. An apt symbolism will gixm.7a-matmatimx
endow the pattern of a mathematical expression with the totality
of its meaning. Whether or not one uses the Latin, Greek, or
Hebre alphabet, is e matter of no importance. The mathematical
meaning of an expression resides in the distinction between
constants and vatiables and in the signs or collocations that
dictate operations of combining, multiplying, summing, differentiat
integrating, and so forth. It follows that, as long as the
symbolic pattern-.dr of a mathematical ex-ression is unchanged,
its mathematical meaning is unchanged. Further, it follows
that if a symbolic oattern is unchanged by any substitutions
of a determinate croup, then the mathematical meaning of the
pattern is independent of the meaning of the substitutions.
In the fifth place, as has already been mentioned, the symbolism
appropriate to any stage of math-aatical development provides
the image in hich may be -las-ed by insight the rules for the
next stage.

1)nal•-e
If) 51'44/
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4.	 Inverse Insirlat

73es1dos direct insichts their clusterinal and

hichr viewpoints, there =lints the caral but oicnificant class

of inverse insichts. An direct„ so also invese insichts pre-

suppose a positive object that lB 	 sented	 sense or ropre-

sented by imacinntion. But while direct insl(Tht meets the spon-

tansous effort Of Intollicence to understand*, inverse insirht

res:onds to a more subtle and critical attitIde thr,t distincuishen

different 1071000 or levels or kinds of inte1li7ibility.

direct Inslcht rrapps 1^;:le point, or pees the solution, or 0020S

to knoll the reason, inverse isit apprehnds thrAt in some

fashion the point is that there is no point, or thst the solution

In to deny a solution, or that the reason Is that the rationality

of the real admi.s distinctions and qualificatins. Fina-2,1y,

while the conceLtual formulation of direct innicht aflrms a

positive intellici7A1ity thouch it may deny exceted empirical

elenlents, the conceptual formulation of an inverse insicht affirms

emnirical elements •nly to deny an expected intelli[TihrIty.

Since the last plarase is crucial, let us attempt

to el orate it. By intollicihility is meant the content of a

direct 17:picht. It in the component that is absent from our

knowledre when we do not underntand and ad(led to our 77,11.0,,12,0dco

inasmuch an we are undorstandinc in the simple and stralchtforward

manner described in the earlier Gentians of thin chn 	 Nm.7

such an IntelarnIllty nay bo,aironcly* reached or It nay be

norely anpected. To deny Intoli Il1Lllty alreaay reached Is not

the result of inverse insiFht; It Is merely the convection of a

.,zrovious (2Iroct innIi2t, the aeh-lolileace-mont of Its rcAortcomincso

yr,,t."A r hat it lcaves pro ens nnsolved. Dut to donY

an exre,c,ted. intolllcIbillty Is to ran counter to the spuntaneous
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anticipations of human 1ntellif7ence; it is to finc . fault not pith

answers but with questions. In a domonstrat,iva science It is to

prove that a question of a clven typo cannot be answered* In an

onTzTlrical science it is to put forward a successful bypothcmi3 or

theory that ansurles tnat certain questions mistakenly are supposed

to require an answer. Ftha]y„ the occurrence of an inverse insiht

in nct established by the mere presence of :*cative concepts: thump

"net-redo° °position without- mamitudenon-occurrencesi enclude

respectively nrodp°• "macmitudopft °_,occirrenee°; but the intter terms

refer to empirical components in our knowledce and not to the

possibilities and neconsities„ the unifications and relations, thrt

constitute the intellicibility Imown in direct insiOlt*

the.conoral notion of 1nv7rso insicht is fairly

simple and obvious, I have• been S at some pains in presenting its

character/sties because It is not too easy to set forth illus-

trations to the satisfaction of different cmups of readers. nore-

over,• comunica.lon and alscumsion tal7e place tarouch conceptcp but

all insicht lips- behind the conceptual scone. Nonce, while there

is always the dancer that a reader will attend to the concepts

f rather than the underlylni: insicht„ this dancer is aurmented con--

siderably when the point to be crasped by insicht in nerely that

thore is no point. To mrthe matters WOP000 inverse insights occur

only in the context of far larger developments of ,human thought*

A stateMent of their content has to call upon the later syst,ons that

nositivoly e7Tloited their norative contribution. The very Swoons

of such later systomn tends to encender a routine that eliminates .

the more spontaneous anticipations of intellic-ence and then, to

establish a hey feature of an Ivali,sS insir7ht„ It may be necessary

to arpeal to the often affAcunus witness of history. In the mle7mt

of such comlexity It very easily can hapon that a reader's
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spontaneols e7fcctatIon of an intoli2Ity to be reached

sho/fad outwelffh nero verbal admonitlsto tic contrary wady

won that haPpons occurs, illuntratlens of 17:verse Insicht ean

become, very obscure Indeed. Acoordlnrlys whIls tharo lc nothinc

the onamp7on to follow, I havo'1::hawlat it mlso

to Inn/1117o in -an a7estolato of the obvlons.

As a-first onample of lnvarse insloht we shall take

what tha ancients named incommensura.:ao nacnitwles and the moderns

call.irrati3nal nunbors. In both cases tore to R pooltIvo object

';.:;y the tor2s0 "maonitudep" "number." In both cases there

in a nocativo olononttinalcatod.tho eilthets0 nincomaensurab1e01•

"lratl nal." Finally, In both casts thenocation bears on the

poraneolla anticipation of hman n a roncc. nincommonnumble

donlon the possibility of apply/no to cortaln maonitudes some typo

of sleasurenent and Aristotle vlowed this nenlal as

of h1r7h surprise. EVon.moro emphaticall "irrational"

donios a cor77ponence between cortan nunbers and human reason.

To indicato to re2ovant lnclffhts- lot us apt mhy

surd. 77:ssontinlly the enaction In parallel to no

earlior enosticon. Uhy Is a cart-wheel round? 3ut

earller answer roveald an intor_loibllitTr imnanont in the mhool0

present answor consists In showino that a curd cannot possess

t	 toiitiI1Ity one would-wpoct it to have.

Thus, the penaro root of two is some man,itude

cres,t,or than unity and less than two. One wonla On7.ect it to be

cone imprcnor fraction0 say an 0 where • and a no T.ositivo

int000rs ann0 by the removal of all common factor	 nay always

be nano prime to a • Lloreover0 wore this =c/station correct then

the diaronal ann the cico Of a snInre 1,70'1:10 be rentivel7 m.

times and a tii3043 Gone cannon unit of :tenon.. Ilowevort 00 far.

a
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from bninr correct1 thn calx_,ctation 1,711,0n to a contradotion. For

if 1.72 sk a /a* talon 2. III 1.2? 122	 :out if la prime to a *

then	 prIne to le ; anO, in thnt cao0 e//	 cannot bo

°Tani to 2 or, indeed, to any intecer Thc a-riiliment	 eact4

CcInnalicad ana oo it ay:Pars that a curd is a curd because It 10

not. the rational fraction that 124.4.,t,eLio Intellicance anticipates

it to be.

A Docon2 07:amp1e of Invnrse intCht Ic he non-

countable multitude 7117re 1c a positive oWrvt. "7111:..tine1e

TrInre c, a necative dotemlnation.."non-conntable." noreover

'than noo-mtablen is tal7en no broadly that all intecers, all rationa3

numbers, even all real alcebrtalc numbers () domonotrab are

cc-untaAe multitude, when further it can be shown that to remove

a countable multitude from a noneountable multitude leaves a-non.

countable multitude, one spontanoous4 anticip-tos that the numbers

between sero and unity must be a countable multitude In fact,

it can be shown that the infte decimals are a nencamtablo

multitude. co that	 fractions from
	 -	 real

zero to unity murt be a neclicible r‘ortion of the nunbers In that

i7L,t0rval, (*)

(*) Alcobrale nbars are the roots of alcabrale enuationa

with intr?cral coefficianto. For a onarous expocitlon of the topic

Ilap and 'Its Taradon.es coo A. Fraen%el,

Ametordam 1953. pp. 43 - 75. For a7)1inatione to the continuum,

sae pp, 212 ff.

• For a third enample we turn to .empirical octaneo.

nzta conn2Z1011 tionurrvInthc. part of rk.mtonle first lam pf motion,

nmo,tio thrt a 'Jc4,(77 oontluaon in	 on-.1oti c. otate of uniforM

notin in a str:_lyllt isne unless tInt otate to chanced by
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t'...11111 statement m4d 1,z,n coaent it.it not to

difficr.lt to dlcity:rn the three characterlotics of the formulation

of an in•roe inol7ht. 'For there Is 10 ponitivo obj)ect: boOy

conl....lurn to 11070 at a unIform rate in a straliTht• lino. There ic.

a aeration: t'cae continuance of the conntant velocity Cioends not

on. the actioli of enternal. forte but on the absence of such action;

for °nay an lOnc an there it no neceleratin„ etoen the velocity

rennin constant; and 05, the nom,.7.nt the num of the enternal foroos

Clfforn fron taros there arisen an acceleration. Finally, this

nocaticn of enternal force man counter to the sz...iontaneous rtti
of-human latellicense,

of
.urilern motion not an a ntate

rec'lliron an e7ternal vaunt).

Nowever„. none readern may with to refine

fr nDontanconc,
of

as a Cla-,-1(-311;-e rest 1)14 %hat

on tho issue.

thal ofs

:racy ;i21 acre° that the necoonity of an e=ternal came had 7Jeon

ntrensed by the Arintotelian theory of celentinl novononts., of

pre:Jeclles„ and of motion In a vacuum. 73ut they will add that

t,,-x) Aristotelian view !lad bean contradicted at Leant from tho

time of John Ailloponua. On thin contrary view projectiles wore
Ile.r,t in -notion not by any onternal forco but by tome Internal prirk-
ciple OP Dower. or property or euality or other immanent Ground.

Finally„ t4Cy	 1 ant' wheher it in eulte certain tit 21;ewton.
ell not an: C(1 tO none lannte power of Q5ti" Mattor to CWO011at rOr
th° cotinuance ofInertial states.

"low, clearly,1-,lemtonlan enouenin lo	 our pronent
ix.101nena. All we hve to say In tht invopne inolpht in 171A-11.1us-

trated. when explanation by enternni force in replaced by ey:planation

in terMa of none immanent. power or property. For in that cano there

Is meroly the correction of an onnller el.:7roct tht by a latter

directcirt and, whlie the ripDntanoous anticipaLons of human_
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intoILL'ence are bleeed In one direction, they are 71van an

entlet in anethor,

till for	 pones of illustrotion	 :lay be per"...

ninsiblo to š oe1 thin necon0. otiot withvot roopont.r the firnt.

aot i, when an erternal novor or force Itoniod s, one vany

nIy tii nat there mst be some into eurJity that pro- .

tLc real o7:lrmotion. :Pit while tho. asortion of an =tem:

mover or force cn14, bo tosi,ed onDorlmemtally 0 tbe assertion of some

innate 	 o ono riù	 tno	 enn.: 7.1ard2.y be

recalred as t nclontIfic statent, If one n2 	 that * when

acceleratl:Dn. In norep tbrn 	 rmin of tc. , relevant enternal forces

to also ro4	afflrw,t,on admits tbr erCinary tents. 3it if
Aar

one r,oen un to n4d. Van innate 7.1a1itle3 of matter render the action

of enternal forces slITerfItleum s o is v.r.:Ty 1117ely to 1X reminded

that scleticts do not po1 to occult causre.

Ilow if thAs ronenstrance in remrded an nerenptory o

wo crive at an onample Of inverse intirbt. 	 or in the positive

oL)joct of iretry; bodies continue in their anistinc states of

nalfom motion* 7hore in thr cation: the continuance of uniform

me'',.:,1.en in not to. bo onl-lalned'bry-any ap ,jeal to mterhal forces.

tiO norati.on In recArded an	 fcr science,

for sel ,:.7.11ce roses to entranolate from ',mown laws to ulterior

onplann,tionn In terms of vactAt, eunlities 9 prol:ortles t powers *

and tbe

A forth o'; :1.o of invcrse Insicht nay be dorivod

fromnLc Tcontul-to of the Zpocin2 Theory of ", -,elativity.

Poct1.11.to Its-lf is ttat t7:10. mathr.natiel .mmrcoon of physical

ppinciploc an0 laws to 1Dvriant under inertial transformations.-

To re.b. oT.Ir 111 ,..,:ratin. we liy. ,vo only to iTacp the- concrete meant:4.

of the 7.)ontT: .ilato whonovr It In invoked 7,-.)y a physicist enraced in

64
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For then the positiVo ob,loct of•ineIdry consist:, in

the data Inacmuch an tlYT RPO conciderod 1) as referred to initial

anon of coordinaten„ nay K and 2) an roforrod to othor axon, nay

T7.11„ movinc. with a constant velocity relativo to the anon, 14.

Tbo noflative oleonnt in the conception of the ponitivt

.07:.%,oct In Indicate<i. by the word, "invariant*" It moans that the

trancfornption from one ant of anon to anotb,r doe° not load to any

molfication in the form of the mathematical enronnion of the

appropriate physical nrinciplen and :Lawn. Dut when the form of the

ntho tical oxpreonion undercoea no chance, there in no chance in

the Intel riUty that in enpronpod mathonatica 	 ',4hen there.

in no chance in the inte1471bIlity, there in no chance in the act

of undorstanding that.craspo the intelliribility and enproppoe it -

mathenatIca240 AccordIncly, the concrote meaninc of he pontulato

in that...though there in a difference in the orntio-t(mporal
ntandroTht from which tho data are concidorod, ot411 there i no

difference in the act of undorntandPnr tho data, .no difference in

the cencral Into rwIIttygrawDed. in tho data, and no difference

in the form of the mathonatical onnropnion Of the intolliclbility.

Finally, it lc onite common for there to onipt

0.f:oral:ices ,,thor in data or in ppatio-tenporal otanpoint without

any corrosonding differenco in the act of anderctandinte.

moot of 'ouch oases there lo no ocoanion for an inverso inslcbt
into iliGihio

nine°, To the empirical difference lc assIfT7nod no counterpart, -^
ptil, 1.y.J, one e7.7:pectn that really there must be an

counterpart, :Irmo th-r'õ in a notablo empirical difforonce batmen

lar-o and small circles, yet no one onpecto differant definitions

of largo circlop and of omall circien or different theoromn to

entabllob no different 27,rOpertien of larce and anal' circlet.

However, whi-Lo pinllar l-ztancos arr ver:ir nunoroup., the invm,tnin -net

in
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tInt

:Intulated b: Special aelativIty is not amonc them. For

lance implion a drastic rovinion of orainary notion°

of m:aco and of time, ana acainst any atieb revinion the s:::onm.

tanools antiC nions of bnman intelinonce vi7orounly rebel.

noncos to recanituaate the main Deint„ 'when. the

basic ',:ontllate of Special nelativity in interrreted concretely

in toms of 1) to data phynicinto consider, 2) the inolubts they

enjoys and 3) the form of the mathematical exression of the

Drinciples anel laws reached hy the insichts„ tore arlsoc the

followlno cplanntory syllociomt

Men there Lo no differenee in a phys,,cist's

there nhou2a be no difference in ho form of the mathematical

enpression of phynical principle° an', laws.

But when an inortial tranoformation occur°, thoro lo no

d:Lffer.ence in a physicialo innichts.

Thfore, tihen an inertial transformation occurs, thero.

oh,o424 bo no difference In the form Of the mathtical expressior

of physical	 ana laws.

The major premise postulate° a correnronaonco between the insir.hte

of phyolcint° antl ie fella of the r..iatherntleal exzTession of

T)hysical principles. and	 in other tro:±dol, it ree.Ires tbnt

the content of acts of tInleretffadinc .1x. reflected falthflay by

the form of ma,hr7,matical. enroonic3no. The minor premise contains

our Inverse innirhtt it denies a Olffeence in insicht that corro -

poncZn,to he difference of an inertial transformation; in other

words', It assorts for the ybolo of Phynion the aefect of-int7111-

cibllIty in conotant vlocity that Newton assorted for mechanics

14ahls firot latl of motIon. The conelnolon. finally Is true If

the pramines are true 7.)71t0 whne the ma:or promise my be roarded .

an a EloI,0-ethotaolociCal valet the ralor .Lvor.aloo. 10 an arwortion

•
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of empirical science and can bo entablinhed o:y to 	 tbe

Detod of hypothcsin anel verifloption.

In coniurions let no recs.:2:2, a point a: ready men,.

tionoa. An inverno insi7ht firr7s, C eTroonion only in or cone-

coinitrmt ponitive c:ot	 3o tan -defect of•)1',14-r In
cons ant
nantant velocity han boon feronleted in a vklole norien of different

contantn. In the context of Eleatic lOhlIosolly Zono'n par1do7e0 14-41-

11)A&to a denial of the fact of motion. In the content of hin

philocol:hy of eIMG Aristotle pronounced motion real yot rocardod

it nn an an incoanleto ntity, an infra-catecortal ob,loct. In the

contr.rt of mfo-7mtic=7,1 ochicr atitm acmrton principio a

inertia. In the c:Dntent of Clorlantlerila oeuntt.,ns 	 tl

oloctromacnetic field Lorontn vor7.7.ed out the conaltiono um.lor

uhlal bo or7untlo7,o wollad romn,in invrwir,Int maor inortlag trantv-

formtions4 Fitz-=aid enplanpd Lorontz cncooso by nuppoolnc

ntt bo1f7s contracod alonc the eAroction of.motIon$ Unntoin
froA hu0

fond a,07migueceneral explanation In problenn of qynchrnizatio

and. rained -the Loom to the methodolocical 1ove2 of the trann...

formation of proportion of the matheatical exprecsion of phyoleal

prinoir2on an lamp fins, :71n1,:ounTl. nyetematined Einnteinin

position by intrellciac no four-dimensional manifold. No do-lbt„

It xlouad be a mictolm. to nunpose that the nano inverno innljat

;lac orativo from Zeno to Specia1c2ati7ity. BTAt throudhout

tere ie a denial of intellicibility to local motion. and, Tahle

the rmsennive cone7T•ts differ ntably in contnt ar0 In valuN

at :act they point in the ilnrac (11r-r_ction r,nd t:2„cy 1:::_uTt-Lmto

thc 17i.oY_once of tnvorpo inr.11ht on concoant calrr.ct
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If inv7rne ins14:htn arc relatively rare, they. are -

far 'ron boln uniw)ortent. Not only no t,Jey eliminate mintaen

quontions Ti alno they CIOM recularly to bri connott.cd with-ideas

Or principles or methods or technienen of eulte excetional siGni-

finance, Prom the oddities of the nti2er cr1 continuum throqch

the nons of Correlation and limit there arises the brillimnce

of continuoun functionn and of the 171f1nitesiMa1 calculus. 3imilar4

the 1acT7 of intellicibility I conntant velocity in liel:ed vith

scienc achievements of the first order: the principle of inertia

made it penniblo to conceive dynamics not an a theory of notions

but an an enormously moro compact ann more poworful theory of .

accelerations; and the invariance of pynical principles and laws

under inertial trannfornations not only is an extremely neat idea

but•alno has 17opt revoalinc its fruitfulness for the pant fifty years

To explore this nicnificanco„ then, lot no introduce .

the nolon of an emTArical residue, that 1) consistn in noel ive

ompirical data., 2) in to be denied any Immanent intellicibility of

Ito own, and 41) in connected uSk with some compennatlnc hicher

intollicibility of ietieW.,0114A notable importance, In clarification

of the firnt characteristic one may note that, inanounh an a vacuum

in merely an abnence of data, it cannot be part of the empirical •

reninue. In clarification of the necond it in to be renonbered

that a denial .o immanent intollicibility in not a denial of

experience or dencriPtions Not only are elemonts in the onr-Irica l

resinne	 on positivoly but also they are poln. od out, conceivod•

na]ed, conai':Iered, ninounsed, and affirmod or denied. But touch

they arc a0 ICCO civen than color or nound or heat*, thouch they

nay be telicht aloout no less accurately and talen about no loss

fluently, still they are n-rt objecto of any Oirect insicht and so.
64_ e	 -1-ra.,4 1-5- .e tuxe Lt-pt
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or molocu2ar :lotion or any other theoretical conctruct thnt micht

.thoucht :lore apposite, Finally, in clnrification of the third

characterictic It lo to bo notod that inverse Inninht and tho

empirical residue are not :act correlatives. For inverso insiGht

wan not characterized by a connoctin rith 'dorm, rincipion,
or

methodo„,.toehnieuos of excetional sicnificanco. Arain the empiricaL

residua hr not boon characterizod by the nponk,aneity of trio

quentions for intellic*nce that are to be met by a denial or

intellicibility.

Thin difforonoc not only mal7o0 the empirical residue

a broader catocory than invroo inniclat but aloe render° a din-p

cusoin of it more difficnit. For a (Teat part of the d1ffic711ty

in dincoverinc the further positivo 9 aspects of onporience that

aro to be denied intollicibllity in that no one puppet:Ion them to

ponseno

Thun, particular placeo and particular times pertain

to the empirical residuos They are pooitivc aspects f onporience

Zach differn from every other. But became no one over aots why

one place in not another or why one time to not another, people are

apt to be punzlod when the elloatlen is put, to imacino that Dams-

ttn diferont from ouch obvioun foollohnenn runt be meant, and
to exporlenco a variety of fictitious difficulties before arrivinc

at the sim•n conclusion that I) mruicular placen an particular

times differ an a matter f fact anc7 2) there to no imrlanont intol-

licibillty to be craapod- by direct insicht into that fact*

For oxaDplo one will -cin. by ntvInt7 that obviouoly

the position, A, differ° from the ponitIono Do bocauno of the din-.

taneo„ AD, t:let noparaton them. 3nt tare throe 02.:Ildinant

ponlionoo A, 139 C. Tay are the distanceno A30 BC, CA, different?

One vro:11c1 be In a vicioun circle if one dobled back and 07-7.plained
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the difference of the dleancen by the difference of the ponitioan.
Ono cannot nay that the dinteneen differ In 1,ncth for they are
oeual in leacth. But one may nay that the dintancen differ becauee
the directions differ? Still, tylly do the ccti o7:z diffor? And
why are or 	 and parallel distancon different dictancen? Dow,
..cprepeo it wi: txur[7,ed that we are coinc too faro that name 0.1t44!.,_
difference aunt be aeknoeleded an primitive, that everythiTIc cannot
be mzialned. (Inite not but' there in a corollary to be added. For

lc primitive In not the cenca, o some primitive inelEtt but

the content of Dome primitive experience to which no ianirlat comes-
pons. Uere it the content of tone primitive-innichto there would
not be the conepicuvan abeence of a clear...headed explanation. But

becauee the difference of partioalar placen and the difference of

particular timers aro riven prior to any questioninc and prior to

any inolcht, because these Given differences cannot be mrtchod

coz nif:.;!—r and timon differ,
tlacre 'rlac to be introduced the catecory of the empirical residnc.

lowevero one nay not nurremier yet. Fez- particular
placer) and partici7Lar tizeo can be united by reference framoc;

licent and --	
reference frames

by that insiubt

by the order but

eminently intellicible. TIOT=741 no etAibto
ere obncus of direct insichto but 11%at ic r7anped

Ic aa orderinc of differenced that are not explained
merely prenuposed. So it lc that different

ceometr n crarred by dIfferent innichts offer different intent-
cible orders fer the Ciff-rences in Once or ti- that all equally
prenux,eee ando eu2.te correctly, none attempt to explain.

:70 -mzttork.---"Ther_1"ftittem-

no-119nAntti-G	 rane

bg any insiihtn that explain tr,

the
frames can be employed to distinclinh and Cosicnate every place and
ovoy time; and,evidently ouch conetructinn aro eminently intol-

A
Z.471,-0--1...

•
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Blat ihere is a further aspect to the matter.

Because articular places and particular times possess no

immanent Intelligibility of their own, they cannot involve any

modification of the intelligibility of anything else. It is
mere

not difference in place but something different st the places

that gives rise to different observations or different experi-

mental results in different places. Similarly, it is not mere

difference in time but something different at that time that

Rives rise to different observations or different experimental

results at different times. Moreover, were that not so, every

place and every time would have its own physics, its own chemistry,-

its own biology; and as a science can be worked out instantaneously
A

at	 mm single place, there would be no physics,. no chemistry,

and no biology. Conversely, because particular places and

particular times pertain to the empirical residue, there exists

the powerful technique of scientific collaboration; scientists

of every place and every time can pool their results in a common

fund and there is no discrimination against any result merely

because of the place or merely because of the time of its origin.

re 'nntal tk,040r thin iont io llaboD-

to I	 II

ation in cion LC n ralization. Jhnn chomints trim iai,tore4

all of
	 elennte, 2.ir inotoposott an0 tio1r compounds° thoy

rrty	 to be rmtoful *Var,t they do n3t lavo to (a_scovor

1anati..,ns for each of the hydrorcm atoms which, it

sows,	 up
	 fifty-five per nt of the 3attor of our

univ-r
	 311t at leant the ,:act tha, ono
	 lyriad ol ex 'arm

is nfA nooded in very rolcvant to our purpose. fry -themical

elennt and every compound 	 crr from every ohr kind of

olemen, or compound and. a3 th Aiffnrontns hA70 to be exin L.

Every hy_ on to
	 fro every othr hy(Aror:on et orn and

no o7y	 tion in 	e iirvo to e i1t1 nothor
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aspect of•the empirical rasidUo	 no loss clearly, this aspect

Is cwrpled with tho most powerful of all sciontific tochniaues,

cenoralination.

Nowovor„ thin issue has boon boted about by philo—

sophorc over (Ante	 Platenists onplainod the universality of

r:,ithen.atical and seientific 	 postulatinc eternal and

lanutablo Forma or Ideas only to find tIlei-aseivcs embarrassed by

the fact that a sinclo, etornal„ immutablo Ono cold hardly cronnd

tho universa/ statement that one and one are two or, wiyacain, that

a sincle, eternal, 1m711ftablo t.71P11.4.Mn. Triancle would not sT.Iffice

for theorems on triancles similar In all respects. So there arose,

it snemS, the philosophic 1-roblem of merely ntraarical difference

and, connected with it, nor° have boon formulated cocnitional

theories based on a doctrine of abstraction. AccordnGly„ we are

constrained to nay somothinc on VI-7z° Issues are, lost wo amtlar

to be attomtinc to dilute water, wo shall do co as briefly as .

possiblo.

The assert then, of noroly numerical difforonco

involves two Cloonts.4. On the thadretical nido it is the	 ,

claim that when any sot of data have boon mt. inod completely,

anothi o of data similar in all reoT,ecto would net call for

a differont onplanation. On the factual sido it Is the claim that,
onplained

when any sot of data has boon cqtatnnd comflotoly„ only an

oxhanstivo tour of inspection could establish that there does not

cIrt another cvt of data similar in all rormects.

The basis of the neoretical contention is that

just as the sale act of ii or 	 in repeated when the sane

not of daa lo arTrehaneled a second tine, no also the on7ao act of

umderstaninc is repeated whan one a;;-:-7rehends a second sot of data

that in similar to a first In all ronTject11- 711.•en	 4-11^ vAntryleAlg.e



offers (different enplanatiens 	 "roe and "blue.; be

different orplanatinn for different Di or of "rod"; and ho

wou2d discern no sons° in tho to9v. proposal that he should try to

find an nany different oxplanations an there aro different

instances of exactly the sane shad° of exactly the sane color,

The factual contention in more complex* It is

not an armor lan that there.ox4st different sots of data similar

in all respects* It is not a denial of unloue instances* i.0.11

of instancos that aro to be explained in a manner in which no

other instance in the univrce in to be enplained* It lc not

even a denial that every Individual in the univorso is a union°

instance* On the contrary, the relevant fact lion in the nature

of the cy:plana,ions that aro ap7clicable to our nnverso* It is

to the effect that all ouch oxplanatios arc made up of coneral

or universal elements and that while those amoral or universal

elements nay be combined in such a mnnner that every individual

is onplained by 'a different combination of elements, otill such
sincular	 COMM=

a ccnbination 1.3 an onplanation of a combination of omptyinu1

properties and not an enplanation of in(71viduality. For if-tho

individuality of tho individual wore explained, it tiold be

:2eaninFloss to waxes° that Dome othor 17Yliviaupa mittht be under—

stood in onactly the p0,710 f ohlon, On the other hand, because the

individuality of the individual is not onpned, It is only an

exha,lotive tonr of inspection nat can so.tlo whothor or not

there oniats another individual similar in all respects* nonce,

oven If 467=o were reached, a nincle compreensive theory of avolu

tien that cylained ana enplainea different:7:y every inctanco of

life on this rlanot„ still in strict 'or'e wo should have to

inapect all eth-,r lAanots before wO co iJ be aTmolutoly certain

ty-1,t in fact 	 ale not enct another 17Ttance of evolUtion

A
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lanr in all recrets.

In brief* indt7idlanin differ, bnt the ultinnto

differenceIfl our universe is a natter Of fact to which thore

ccrroaDonds thinr' o be zrRsDod 'by direct 1nc:1t. 1:::oroover*

no scientific collall)rntion rests on the e;- .1.14rica1ly rosiclUal

icular ranceo and of Darticillar times* ao

scietific ceerRlIent,lon roots on the Fgmenponlly residual

difference between Infivinunis of the same class. jurt whnt the

lvroet enon lo„ %no ta be nincoverod by •cic,ntific advnnce in

direct inoicht. Even if it n!.-Aold prove that in cone sons°

tlere are as many.clasnes an ind171dua1s, still wo can 1-not at

once that that sense ip not that the individuality of inalvidunla

In undors,00d but .nercly that 	 ointeillrr combinations of

univeroal.onplantory olorlents may be set in correspondence with

ainc'llar combinations of common prenertles or =Teets in enell

individual For the content crasped in insicht can be eabodled

no leas In imncination than in aenso;. and whether there to more

than ono instance in senses can be set-led only by an empirical

tour of inspection.

Later we shall direct attention to further aopec

of the olpirical residua, for there onists a statistical nothod

that pocto on the empirically roolCual character of coincidental

reco.tes of events, anC, tcre lo a dialectical noted that

Is nocoor tated by the Inch of int,ellicibliity in man's =Intel..

lent opinions, choices* and conduct. Dut perhaps onendh hns been

paid for the ceneral netlon to be clear, and co we tnrn to the

a'22od toic of sA6traction.

ProDorly, thon„ abstraction in not a natter

apTreendinc a sensible or lativo aultalts, it in not a
2attor of oc:L,i	 - co onnRmon 317st no it le not a matter of

n
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usInc other tooln; 'r"ina7lys It le not even a Entter of attendl.nc

to ono .eontin at a tilo and 	 nvh:les hol(linc other questionb

in abeyance. Properly, to abstract is to Grasp the essential and

to disreGard, the inciaental, to doe What is sicnific!7,nt and sot;

'set asi.7e the irrelevant" to recocnize the imp6rtant as Inportant

and the necliciblo Re neclicible. oroovor, han It as asked that

IC essential or eicnificant or important and what lo incidental,

irrelovant„ necl ible„ the answer lust be twofold. For abstraction

is the selectiv4-y of intellicenco, and Ite.intellicence

may be connierea either in some civen stare of development or

at the term of dove:lament when some science or croup of sciences

has been mastered com7lotelyA

Nonce, relative to any civen insicht or cluster of

insi5hts, the essenulal, nicnificant„ important consists 1) in that

net of aspects in the aata necessary for the pew:m."77mm° of the

insicht or insichts or 2) in the set of related concepts noceboary

for the expression of the 14m40,insi(3ht or insichts. On the other •

hand, the inclaental, irrelevant, negliciblo consists' 1) in other

concomi ant aspects of the data that do not fall under the tnsicht

or insichts or 2) in the set of concepts that covropond to the

merely concomitant aspects of the data,. fain, relative to the

full development of a science or Group of alliel sciences, the
1)

Opoential„ clEnifIcnt, iraortant connintm in the anpecto of the

data that arc neceonary for the occurrence of all insichts In the

appropriate ranco or 2) in the net of related cc=onts tat.omproos

-all the lnolFhtn of the oclence or neionceso On the other hand,

the lncentalo .1.17ovanto necliciblo constnts in the empirical

ronicluo that olneg It ponnonsen no Imanent intelilc141ity of its

owns, in left over 1:71thout mtplamtion even when a scicmco or Group
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of cote:aeon ren.chen full Oov-lopment.

Finn7ly„ to conclude thin cha:ter on the Me-lento

of
	

1.1.77..?t Ito lnd cato briefly what lo onnential„ oirnifieant,

important in Ito content:a and, on the other hanO, what in incidontal,

irrelevant, nonAciblo. What alone in onnential in ino147ht into

inoinht. Ilene°, the inciontal includeo I) the particIlLnr inoichtn
-	 s

ehceon no exampIon„ 2) the f:ormulatlan of theRo inatOltn, and 3)

the i::inr 	 ovp%ed by the fcrmulation. It foliowo that for the

otory of Archlmeden the reader will profitably oubotltute nomo loon

000 (l:3 yet More helpful experience of hie own. Inetend of the

definition of 4110 circle he can tal7e any other inteliigeltly per-

formed act of defining and an% why the nerformance in, not dare,

not accurate, not the accopted torminolocy„ but a creativo ntroke

of inolffat Inctead of the trancition from elementary wit:Tr04'1e

to elementary alcebrn one may review the procoon from Euclidean

to Riemannian coomotry. Instead of astinc 1114Y nide aro surdo,

one can an% why tranocendontal numers are tranocondental.

Similarly, one can nok whether the principle of inertia imfdlten

that flowtonic laws 'are invariant under inertial tranzformationn,

what inrvired i-orontz to cupp000 that the electromacpotic eTlatIonn

o'JorOd ho invariant no inertial tranoformationc,,w0thor an

inveroe insicht, •ccounto for the baolc pootulato of General

 rhothor the diffroncoo of Darticular nlacon or 7Dert1-

c”lar time-a are the name ppot of the empirical reolduo ao.tho

dffarencoo of completely oimilar hyOro7on atomn. For Not an

in any oubjectne. conaeo to mnoter the =Dentin's by varyinc the

Inc	 '1e no ono roachoo familiarity with the notion of innicht

by modify:_nr the illnotrr,:ticno and diccoverinr for onenolf and in

one lo n tr:rn the point tht	 attemto to put in terms

ho 111 to th17714,16,-trill convoy the lam to n ,vrOlpatOi problbly
AA, try —	 13+r-A4	 ree6e_ t-e.c d42,4`
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